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Editorial : GCIRC has a new name

The Extraordinary General Assembly of GCIRC, held in Berlin at the end of day 1 of the International Rapeseed Congress, adopted a series of proposals coming from the GCIRC board reflections from a couple of years.

Among them, a new name and a motto. The GCIRC acronym has been kept as a reminder of a long-lasting history from the beginning of rapeseed/canola development in the world, and the first meeting to build this association, in 1974, preceding its foundation in 1977, when GCIRC had three official languages: French, German and English. As the international language of science and technologies English was adopted as the sole official language for the GCIRC at the occasion of the General Assembly in Saskatoon (2015).

The new name is now consistent with this decision and fully reflects the mission of the Association: “Global Council for Innovation in Rapeseed and Canola”. We do hope it will facilitate the development of the associations awareness all over the world.

The motto reflects the ambition of the association: “Building a world community for innovation on rapeseed/canola”

The logo will be adapted accordingly in the near future.

The Extraordinary General Assembly also took important decisions regarding the governance of the association, notably the option to open widely the GCIRC to new members, in order to increase its impact, and to encourage application for membership through lower membership fees and better identified benefits for GCIRC members.

These decisions contain renewed challenges for the association in developing coordination activities for international research and attracting new generations of scientists.

The future of GCIRC in developing innovations for rapeseed/canola depends on us.

Prof Wolfgang Friedt, GCIRC President
Etienne Pilorgé, GCIRC Secretary-Treasurer
**Activity/ News of the association**

**Opening of the 15th International Rapeseed Congress, Berlin, June 17th, 2019**

The 15th International Rapeseed Congress was opened with welcoming speeches of the organizers of the Congress, by Prof Wolfgang Friedt, President of GCIRC (see edito), Wolfgang Vogel, Chairman of UFOP and Vice-President of German Farmers’ Association, and Michael Stuebgen, Parliamentary State Secretary of the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture of Germany.

Prof Wolfgang Friedt reminded that this Congress, which welcomed 842 participants from 43 countries, takes place 45 years after the 4th IRC in Germany, in 1974 in Giessen, the last one in Europe held in Prague in 2011.

**Prof. Wolfgang Friedt – GCIRC President’s speech for 15th IRC opening ceremony**

Today, oilseed rape/canola is one of the major sources of edible oil in the world. It is actually no. 2 of global oilseed crops. Key regions of production are Canada, China, Europe and Australia. The total acreage amounts to nearly 34 million hectares where more than 70 million tons are produced every year. Half-a-century ago, rapeseed was a minor crop for feeding and industrial uses only.

There is no doubt that the enormous extension of rapeseed cultivation during the last decades would not have come true without the intense research on rapeseed quality leading to canola (00 type) cultivars. This was accompanied by the foundation of the Groupe Consultatif International de Recherche sur le Colza (GCIRC). This International Group, an association supported by institutions interested in technical advance made in the production and processing of oilseed rape (OSR) was initially founded by a small group of experts aiming at the promotion of OSR/canola. In order to achieve this goal, major improvements of seed quality were needed: i) the reduction of unhealthy erucic acid in the seed oil and ii) the reduction of glucosinolates in the rapeseed meal and cake. These two quality steps were initiated in the 1970ies and first achieved by scientists in Canada and rapidly adopted in Europe and elsewhere. Today, there is a continuing interest in additional oil types like HOLL (High Oleic, low-sat).

Since the 1990s genetic research led to the development of OSR hybrids. Nowadays, a large part of the production is based on hybrid cultivars. In addition, GM traits, e.g. new hybrid system and HR resistance, have been introduced in many parts of the world except Europe. Last but not least, the use of “biodiesel” as fuel has meanwhile gained importance.

The significant extension of OSR/canola cultivation has been accompanied by the appearance of harmful pathogens and pests endangering rapeseed cultivation in all major growing areas. While diseases like cylindrosporium in the 1980s and phoma in the 1990s have been overcome through genetics, other diseases and insect pests have gained importance, e.g. “clubroot” since the 2000s. At the same time environmental stresses tend to progressively compromise rapeseed production. Consequently, the improvement of resistance against biotic and abiotic stresses is one of the major challenges for OSR breeding and cultivation, as well as the need for further enhancement of oil quality as a health-promoting edible oil, and the amendment of protein content and composition for better feed and food.
The 15th International Rapeseed Congress 2019 in Berlin will provide a platform to discuss recent achievements and to identify suitable future directions and improvements of OSR/canola as a whole. GCIRC is directing and coordinating rapeseed congresses every four years as well as interim technical meetings. In order to further promote OSR/canola for future demands in agriculture and industry, GCIRC will take necessary steps to extend and intensify research on the sustainable and economic cultivation and use of OSR/canola. For this purpose, the presence of GCIRC in the scientific as well as commercial community needs to be fortified. Rapeseed congresses have always been major forums for promoting and strengthening international exchange and cooperation. With this in mind, we are looking forward to a successful IRC 2019 in Berlin.

Mr Wolfgang Vogel, Chairman of UFOP and Vice-President of German Farmers’ Association (DBV) gave the German farmers’ vision of the rapeseed in Germany and emphasized << that his double function underlines the successful development of rapeseed cultivation in Germany. UFOP was founded on the initiative of the German Farmers’ Association and the Federal Association of German Plant Breeders with the aim of developing rapeseed into the most important leaf crop in arable farming. The driving force in the 1990s was the agricultural policy commitment to set aside land in Europe, combined with initial considerations for a European protein strategy. This is now on everyone’s lips and is even the subject of an initiative by the European Commission. From the very beginning, consumers in Germany were also informed about the excellent nutritional properties of rapeseed oil.

Today, rapeseed is the leading crop in almost all areas of application. Rapeseed oil has been the number one edible oil in German kitchens for a number of years. Rapeseed oil continues to be the most important raw material in biodiesel production and thus contributes significantly to climate protection in the transport sector and - please allow me to take this opportunity to say a few words to the Federal Government - will also play an important role in a future transport strategy. After all, rapeseed meal is the number one domestic source of protein in animal nutrition.

This is also due to the breeding successes with which the product quality has been continuously improved. This has increased the economic attractiveness of rapeseed cultivation with positive effects on the income of rapeseed producers.

The International Rapeseed Congress in 1974 in Giessen laid the basis for research work and thus for breeding progress in the following decades. It focused on the question of the elimination of erucic acid and the reduction of glucosinolates.

UFOP would like to continue the positive development in the past decades, even if the challenges in breeding, cultivation and marketing have changed considerably. In my capacity as "top farmer" in the profession, I am very pleased that more than 800 international experts will meet at this congress to present and discuss the latest research results. The International Rapeseed Congress takes place every 4 years. I therefore see a parallel to the Olympic idea. The best representatives of each discipline compete here. We can see this in the large number of scientific papers submitted after our call.
For me as a representative of agriculture, the large number and high quality of the scientific contributions to the Rapeseed Congress are reassuring, because they also demonstrate the importance of the global rapeseed and canola industry.

It is also reassuring for another reason: because the challenges are increasing in view of the noticeable climate changes. The drought year 2018 was a serious warning in Europe. Research must keep pace with this development by applying the latest breeding methods, by developing innovative measures in crop protection and in production technology. At the same time, the knowledge gained must be put into practice as quick as possible.

The digitisation of agriculture will facilitate and accelerate implementation. This will require political support, i.e. financial resources. In research, financial support is known to be a "scarce commodity" worldwide. The demand for more public funding for research is only consistent, because politics and society are increasingly making higher demands on the sustainability of rapeseed cultivation and arable farming.

I therefore expect the need for research to increase even further. This is also confirmed by the critical discussion in society about the use of crop protection products and the difficult situation in the approval of new active ingredients. At the same time, more biodiversity in agriculture and an extension of the existing crop rotation systems in terms of water and climate protection are called for.

Solutions must be found to ensure that rapeseed cultivation retains its economic perspective and continues to dominate the landscape with its bright yellow spots of colour depending on the season and region. I have the impression that the International Rapeseed Congress has never been as important as it is today.

This congress is an outstanding international platform to listen to and discuss many exciting and forward-looking lectures. It also offers the opportunity to establish valuable contacts and networks. With this in mind, I call on you to make intensive use of these congress days. Agricultural practice will be very thankful for it.>>

The core team of the 15th IRC Organizing Committee: from left to right: Prof W. Friedt, Dr M. Frauen, Mr Stephan Arens.
Rapeseed Award to Dr Wilfred Keller

Dr Wilfred Keller receiving the Rapeseed Award (from left to right, 3 eminent GCIRC Honorary Members: Dr R. Mailer (Australia), Dr W. Keller (Canada), Prof W. Friedt (Germany))

The Eminent Scientist Award, or Rapeseed Award (see http://gcirc.org/presentation/rapeseed-award.html ), created in 1983, has been given to Dr Wilfred Keller (see his personal page on GCIRC website: http://gcirc.org/members.html ). Dr Rod Mailer reminded the assembly about his lasting contribution to innovation in rapeseed/canola and his participation in the life and development of GCIRC: “Throughout his 40-year science career, Wilf Keller has led many major research initiatives including the application of genomics in canola development; the development of industrial bioproducts from vegetable oils; and the production of bioactive natural products I plants for enhanced human health and quality of life.

The development of canola as a major crop in Saskatchewan is directly attributed to the development of herbicide tolerant varieties undertaken by Dr Wilf Keller. Herbicide tolerant canola makes up about 98% of Saskatchewan canola today. Wilf collaborated very well with industry and always propagated a private-public partnership. Wilf grew up in Melville, Saskatoon. He earned a PhD in Crop Science at the University of Saskatchewan, followed by postdoctoral studies in Germany. He worked at Agriculture Canada in Ottawa from 1973-89, where he pursued research on cell genetics of selected Canadian crops. He contributed to the establishment of a plant biotechnology research program, which he chaired from 1980-89. In 1990, he accepted a position with the Plant Biotechnology Institute (PBI) of the National research Council of Canada in Saskatoon. He served as group leader for canola biotechnology and head of the Transgenic Plant Centre. In 1999, he becam research director of the Centre. In 2007, Wilf took a one-year posting as the acting director general of PBI, then served as president and CEO for Genome Prairie from 2008 to 2012. As CEO of Ag-West Bio since 2012 Wilf’s work focuses on how agriculture can be improved, and how to increase prosperity amongst the farming community, all
the while making it more sustainable in the face of an increasing world population. Along with his position as president and CEO of Ag-West Bio, Wilf assumed the role of Chair of Agricultural Institute of Canada since 2016. “

Dr Wilf Keller sent to the assembly a message full of optimism, reminding of the numerous changes he saw on canola crops, growing from 1Mha to 10 Mha in Canada, becoming a big industry for the country: this development has been possible with the progress which has been made in science and technologies. In 1982, Wilk Keller remembers he has the opportunity to learn new techniques in Tubingen, to speed up genetics: the use of these techniques has been very important, but even more collaboration and the collective aspects. It is why these Rapeseed Congresses are so important, each Congress representing a step. Wilf Keller mentioned a series of innovation areas and technologies for canola agriculture, like digital technologies, drones, etc... and issues: how to address sustainability and weather uncertainties, yield and performance? How to develop new products with proteins? Science base culture is needed to build in this crop and industry. Wilf Keller concluded on his optimism concerning the role of science in building a great future.

**Extraordinary General assembly**

The Extraordinary General Assembly of GCIRC, held in Berlin at the end of the first day of International Rapeseed Congress, adopted a series of proposals coming from the GCIRC board reflections for two years.

Among them, a new name and a motto:

*Global Council for Innovation in Rapeseed and Canola - “Building a world community for innovation on rapeseed/canola”*

The GCIRC Extraordinary General Assembly also adopted a series of amendments to the constitution and articles of the association. The principles of these evolutions are explained hereunder.

The GCIRC has been founded more than 50 years ago by a group of experts, representatives of national institutions interested in rapeseed development and research, most of them holding the collective preoccupations of the national rapeseed economic sectors. Their main objective was « to develop scientific and technical research as well as studies and experiments concerning the improvement of rapeseed and its processed products from an agronomic, technological and food perspective, and to ensure close links between researchers on this subject ». For this, they focus on the coordination of the International Rapeseed Congress, usually once every 4 years, with the support of a limited number of co-opted members, organized in thematic committees, and carefully chosen to keep balances between countries and scientific disciplines. At that time the 3 pillars of GCIRC were a) its members and committees, meeting once every 4 years at the occasion of the « technical meeting » whose target was sharing information and vision within the community, b) the International Rapeseed Congress (IRC), totally open to share information at a wider level, and c) the regular publication of the GCIRC Bulletin, gathering scientific papers mostly on rapeseed.
The major function of GCIRC is still to stimulate research on Oilseed Rape (OSR)/Canola, which is largely grown all over the world but does not benefit from very strong research efforts as in major crops like wheat, corn, rice or soybean.

Since our last General Assembly in 2017 in Alnarp, Sweden (report on the members’ space on the website), the Executive Board with the Committees Chairs discussed in order to prepare proposals for the GCIRC future, for presentation and decisions during the General Assembly in Berlin, on June 17.

These proposals aim at reorganizing the GCIRC to reinforce its sustainability, considering the context of evolutions. The challenge is to find consistent options ensuring further development of the OSR/Canola world community, a better efficacy of the association and better services to its members, and sustainable finances.

Governance: Developing coordination and vision

From its origins, the GCIRC is at the crossroad of the interests of the OSR/Canola economic sector and of researchers: this point is fundamental and must be maintained in future. The effective participation of these two groups is a key element to develop a global vision.

The board of GCIRC is in charge of the general orientations and finances with a key mission for the organisation of the congress, and the research committee in charge of the scientific and technical topical issues.

The main orientations:

- extend the maximum number of board members to 18 in the perspective of future adhesions and keep the principle of one board member per country, relying on representative institutions.

2/ Reinforce the role of the research committees regarding the scientific issues.

The proposition is to extend to 6:

- Breeding
A pending question for developing the collective vision is how to build a dialogue with the companies and get their input. Perhaps a possible way could be to create a permanent “foresight group” involving representatives of companies from different links of the value chain.

The technical meetings (TM) should be the time to put things into perspective, through brainstorming sessions and debates too develop and share a vision of the major challenges.

In order to enlarge the OSR/Canola community, associating mustards through a specific committee (other cruciferous oilseed species) is proposed: the development of other brassicas as crops and of genomics gives a specific interest to a focus on these species.

Until today, GCIRC remains a confidential association with less than 80 members, with tight rules to join the association. Increasing the number of members is necessary to develop the capacities and the impact of GCIRC. It is proposed to develop institutional membership, for public and private institutions, to create a category of beneficent membership, associated to sponsoring of the association’s activities, to create a category of “friends”, with partial access to the website information, and to favour the key category of “individual active members” with lower fees than today.

Making GCIRC a living community means developing the interest of its members in interactions. Especially for researchers, the GCIRC should provide more than what they can find in disciplinary forums: multidisciplinary exchanges and interactions with the actors of transfer, development and economy may be of noticeable interest for researchers to set socio-economic arguments for their research choices, and to set priorities in research tracks. For this, the GCIRC should develop its vision at the crossroad of sectorial socio-economic issues and of research dynamics/challenges resulting in the choice of “hot topics” and coordination of exchanges on these topics. To support this process, GCIRC could implement tools, services and methods, such as website, newsletters and working groups.

Working groups and hot topics could be organized, not needing necessarily to be active worldwide: however, if problems are of great importance in one or several regions of the world, they are certainly worth to be considered within GCIRC. Working groups should be at the crossroad of scientific challenges and socio-economic issues, and deal with “hot topics”, which are generally transversal to several disciplines.

Suggestions have been expressed at the occasion of the GCIRC survey, including pan-genomics, genomic technologies, nutrition studies, heat tolerance, integration of canola with other crops, insects’ resistance to insecticides, etc...

For awareness purposes, especially on internet and considering that the main language used in the scientific community is English, the name and acronym of GCIRC should correspond to English terms.
In this perspective, the GCIRC General Assembly decided its name into “Global Council for Innovation in Rapeseed and Canola.
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Jin-Qi Ma, Li-Juan Wei, Ai Lin, Chao Zhang, Wei Sun, Bo Yang, Kun Lu and Jia-Na Li. The Alternative Splicing Landscape of Brassica napus Infected with Leptosphaeria maculans. Genes 2019, 10(4), 296; https://doi.org/10.3390/genes10040296


Muhammad Shahid, Guangqin Cai, Feng Zu, Qing Zhao, Muhammad Uzair Qasim, Yueyun Hong, Chuchuan Fan and Yongming Zhou. Comparative Transcriptome Analysis of Developing Seeds and Silique Wall Reveals Dynamic Transcription Networks for Effective Oil Production in Brassica napus L. https://doi.org/10.3390/ijms20081982


Weihua Long, Maolong Hu, Jianqin Gao, Lijie Sun, Jiefu Zhang, Huiming Pu. Identiﬁcation and application of markers closely linked to the restorer gene (Rfm) in rapeseed (Brassica napus L.). https://doi.org/10.1270/jsbbs.18105


Xin He, Sai Xie, Pan Xie, Min Yao, Wei Liu, Lunwen Qin, Zhongsong Liu, Ming Zheng, Hongfang Liu, Mei Guan, Wei Hua. Genome-wide identiﬁcation of stress-associated proteins (SAP) with A20/AN1 zinc ﬁnger domains associated with abiotic stresses responses in Brassica napus. Environmental and Experimental Botany, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envexpbot.2019.05.007


PhD thesis:
An, Bo. Identiﬁcation of QTL for seed weight, ﬂowering time, and oil content in oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.) 2019. URI: http://hdl.handle.net/1993/33865

MSc thesis:
- Jani, Bhavik Kumar N. Broadening of genetic diversity in spring canola (Brassica napus L.) by use of C genome of B. oleracea var. capitata, and the effect of this on the performance of the inbred lines and their test-hybrids. University of Alberta. https://doi.org/10.7939/R30V8B014

BIOLOGY

CROP PROTECTION


Congdon, B.; Matson, P.; Begum, F.; Kehoe, M.; Coutts, B. Application of Loop-Mediated Isothermal Amplification in an Early Warning System for Epidemics of an Externally Sourced Plant Virus. Plants 2019, 8, 139. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants8050139

Jenny Liu, Boyd A Mori, Owen Olfert, Rebecca H Hallett, Determining Temperature-Dependent Development and Mortality Parameters of the Swede Midge (Diptera: Cecidomyiidae), Journal of Economic Entomology, , toz095, https://doi.org/10.1093/jee/toz095


MSc theses:
Muzzatti, Matthew James. The development of a pheromone-based action threshold for management of swede midge (Contarinia nasturtii (Kieffer)) in canola (Brassica napus L.). University of Guelph. http://hdl.handle.net/10214/15910

Hallett, Rebecca. Modelling swede midge (Contarinia nasturtii Kieffer) population dynamics in its invasive range. University of Guelph. http://hdl.handle.net/10214/16000

AGRONOMY

Malek, Mohsen; Ghaderi-Far, Farshid; Torabi, Benjamin; Sadeghipour, Hamid Reza; Hay, Fiona R. The Influence of Seed Priming on Storability of Rapeseed (Brassica napus) Seeds. https://doi.org/10.15258/sst.2019.47.1.09


Souhail Channaoui, Imane Saghouri El Idrissi, Hamid Mazouz et Abdelghani Nabloussi. Reaction of some rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) genotypes to different drought stress levels during germination and seedling growth stages . https://doi.org/10.1051/ocl/2019020


Souhail Channaoui, Imane Saghouri El Idrissi, Hamid Mazouz and Abdelghani Nabloussi. Reaction of some rapeseed (Brassica napus L.) genotypes to different drought stress levels during germination and seedling growth stages. OCL 2019, 26, 23. https://doi.org/10.1051/ocl/2019020


Budong Qian, Xuebin Zhang, Ward Smith, Brian Grant, Qi Jing, Alex Cannon, Denise Neilsen, Brian McConkey, Guilong Li, Barrie Bonsal, Hui Wan, Li Xue and Jun Zhao. Climate change impacts on Canadian yields of spring wheat, canola and maize for global warming levels of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0°C. Environmental Research Letters https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/ab17f

Zakir Hossain, Eric N. Johnson, Li Wang, Robert E. Blackshaw, Yantai Gan. Comparative analysis of oil and protein content and seed yield of five Brassicaceae oilseeds on the Canadian prairie. Industrial Crops and Products, Volume 136, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.indcrop.2019.05.001


Edwige Charbonnier, Aline Fugeray-Scarbel et Stéphane Lemarié. Rapeseed: how to value varieties with higher nitrogen use efficiency in France. https://doi.org/10.1051/ocl/2019021


PhD theses:
Flick, Gabriel D. Brassicaceae Seed Persistence and Dormancy in the Willamette Valley. https://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/concern/graduate_thesis_or_dissertations/1831cq82r

PROCESSING and USES

Processes, oil, proteins


Hongjiao Xu, Sihua Hong, Zhibin Yan, Qian Zhao, Ying Shi, Nazi Song, Junqiu Xie, Xianxing Jiang, RAP-8 ameliorates liver fibrosis by modulating cell cycle and oxidative stress. Life Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.lfs.2019.04.037


Youdong Li, Jinwei Li, Qingfeng Su and Yuanfa Liu. Sinapine reduces non-alcoholic fatty liver disease in mice by modulating the composition of the gut microbiota. Food Func, 2019. https://doi.org/10.1039/C9FO00195F


Qingzhi Ding, Hanfei Jiang, Yuxin Chen, Lin Luo, Ronghai He, Haile Ma, Ricardo A. Wu-Chen, Ting Zhang. Influence of nitrogen protection on the extraction yield and antioxidant activities of polyphenols by ultrasonic-assisted extraction from rapeseed meal. J of food process Engineering; https://doi.org/10.1111/jfpe.13104

Yan Wang, Ji Liu, Fuhao Wei, Xiaolan Liu, Yi Chunxia, Yonggen Zhang, Improvement of the nutritional value, sensory properties and bioavailability of rapeseed meal fermented with mixed microorganisms, LWT, 2019, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.lwt.2019.06.005
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Analyses:


Michelle L. Colgrave, Keren Byrne, Joanne Caine, Lukasz Kowalczyk, Sapna Vibhakaran Pillai, Bei Dong, George Lovrezcz, Susan MacIntosh, Judith A. Scoble, James R. Petrie, Surinder Singh, Xue-Rong Zhou. Proteomics reveals the in vitro protein digestibility of seven transmembrane enzymes from the docosahexaenoic acid biosynthesis pathway. Food and Chemical Toxicology. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.fct.2019.05.015

BSc thesis:

**ECONOMY and MARKET**


Sasu-Boakye, Yaw ; Valin, Hugo ; Wirsenius, Stefan ; Havlík, Petr ; Hedenus, Fredrik ; Frank, Stefan ; Herrero, Mario. Biofuel versus protein policies: what best strategy for self-sufficiency and climate mitigation in the EU? https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/record/289709/


**MUSTARD and Other Brassicae**


Priyakshee Borpatragohain , Terry J. Rose, Lei Liu , Carolyn A. Raymond , Bronwyn J. Barkla, Graham J. King. Seed glucosinolate yield is maximized by higher rates of sulfur nutrition than required for seed yield in condiment mustard (Brassica juncea L.). PLOS https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213429


**MISCEALLANEOUS**


Value chains and regional news

1) US
Canola acreage and yields continue to gradually climb in the southern U.S. In AgWeb, farmers make the case for canola in Arkansas, Kentucky and Tennessee. Though canola plantings in these states are currently low (1,500 acres / 600ha), production is high with an average of 50-70 bushels per acre (3.4 to 4.7 t/ha). “We know wheat acres are down about 90 percent since 2013 in this region, so there is big need for a substitute crop,” says Duane Dunlap of Archer Daniels Midland. “Certainly, canola may bring a better return than wheat.” (source: Canola Quick Bytes, by US Canola Association, June 3, 2019. See http://www.uscanola.com/news-center/ )

2) High-Oleic Canola Oil Eligible for Heart-Healthy Claim
On Nov. 19, 2018, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) authorized a qualified health claim that consuming the monounsaturated fat oleic acid in edible oils, such as high-oleic canola oil, may reduce the risk of coronary heart disease. Source: US Canola Association post on 26 Nov 2018: read more on http://www.uscanola.com/site/epage/166110_956.htm

3) Europe
According to the crop monitoring Bulletin for Europe, OSR yield at European scale in 2019 should be slightly below the 5 years average, but much better than in 2018, which was very poor.

![Crop Yield Table]

After very dry conditions during the autumn 2018, which caused a drop in OSR acreage, notably in Germany and Northern France, the spring conditions were somehow chaotic: “Large parts of northern-central Europe experienced a marked rainfall deficit since mid-March. April
was particularly dry in these regions. Winter crops are negatively affected in northern Poland, eastern and north-eastern Germany and north-western Czechia, especially those on light sandy soils. Emerging spring and summer crops were also impacted (...). The distinctly colder-than-usual conditions that occurred in large parts of Europe in early May slowed down winter crop development, but frost damage to annual crops (such as flowering rapeseed stands) was limited to local occurrences. “ Read more on: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/science-update/improved-yield-outlook-southern-europe-expectations-reduced-northern-regions

**Upcoming International and national events**

7-10 July 2019, 9th European Symposium on Plant Lipids Marseille, France


20-23 October 2019 17th Euro Fed Lipid Congress and Expo. Sevilla, Spain

https://veranstaltungen.gdch.de/tms/frontend/index.cfm?l=8455&sp_id=2

4 – 5 December, 2019 Canola Week 2019. Hilton Garden Inn, 90 22 St E, Saskatoon.

www.wcofsydney2020.com

We invite you to share information with the rapeseed/canola community: let us know the scientific projects, events organized in your country, crop performances or any information of interest in rapeseed/canola R&D.

Contact GCIRC News:
Etienne Pilorgé, GCIRC Secretary-Treasurer: e.pilorge@terresinovia.fr
Contact GCIRC: contact@gcirc.org